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Symbols used in this Handbook:

Icons:
- II. 24. Point of Contact (POC) within regional organizations
- II. 25. Development and implementation of legally binding instruments
- II. 26. Production/transfer moratoria and regional action programmes
- II. 27. Regional action relating to laws, regulations and administrative procedures
- II. 28. Border-related customs cooperation and networks for information-sharing
- II. 29 & III. 6 & 8. Regional mechanisms and programs for stockpile management and security
- II. 30 & III. 16. (Regional) support for disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration (DDR)
- II. 31. Regional measures to enhance transparency

Languages:
- A = Arabic
- C = Chinese
- D = Dutch
- E = English
- F = French
- G = German
- P = Portuguese
- R = Russian
- S = Spanish
* = Other
X = Official RO language spoken by POC
X = Official RO language not spoken by POC
X = Language not used by RO

Maps:
- A = Afghanistan
- B = Bangladesh
- C = China
- D = Congo
- E = Democratic Republic of Congo
- F = Ethiopia
- G = Gabon
- H = Haiti
- I = Iraq
- J = Japan
- K = Kenya
- L = Lebanon
- M = Madagascar
- N = Namibia
- O = OCHA
- P = Pakistan
- Q = Republic of the Congo
- R = Russia
- S = South Africa
- T = Taiwan
- U = Uganda
- V = United States of America
- W = Zambia
- X = [Other]
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